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and on LoL EsportsJanuary 12, a video tribute to the game circuit/ Reddit Nation/Quantic Game/Nomnom/Cloud 9 by, and on LeagueESANMarch 20, Cloud 9's AMA team! With, and on RedditJune 13, Alexei Penn speaks about life as a Cloud 9 coach with, and on GameSpotJuly 10, 72 Hours: Cloud 9 at
MLG Anaheim, and at MachinimaAugust 16, Cloud 9 manager Jack speaks about managing this past season (video), and on GameSpotSeptember 20, Cloud 9 house cleaned by Homejoy, and at Cloud9September 22, Cruising Height: Cloud 9 With, and at MachinimaSeptember 26, HyperX Cloud 9 LCD
NA Regional Heroes interviewed, and on HyperXSeptember 30, Cloud 9 HyperX talks league championship legends with, and at GameSkinnyOctober 29, Interview with Cloud 9 manager Jack Etienne, and on LoL Esports April 15, game over - 4.14.14 - Charlie in Cloud 9 (Audio), and in the game
OverSeptember 9 , Break Group D by , and at LoL EsportsSeptember 14, World Championship Preview: Cloud 9 – Continuously Compatible (Group D) by , and in Cloth5September 23, League of Legends Preview World Championships - Group D by, and at AzubuOctober 2, select a side - Samsung Blue
vs. Cloud9 by, and at AzubuOctober 3, Perfect Storm: Cloud9 makes the quarterfinals with, and at LoL Esport sOctober 4, Samsung Galaxy Blue survive scrappy Cloud9 to reach the semifinals in the world by, and on daily DotOctober 15, Cloud 9: The Hai Dilemma by , and on EsportsHeavenOctober 21,
Winners, Losers &amp; 'Legends'by, and on Harold Goldberg of PlayboyOctober 21, Playboy goes Behind The Scenes with Cloud 9 by , and on PlayBoyDecember 8, Cloud9 still the team to beat in the West with IEM San Jose win by , and on TheDailyDotDecember 11, Past the Friendship Veil Recognizing Cloud9's Individual Talents by , and on Gold per 10December 30, Cloud9 begins open exams for the Challenger team by, and in TheDailyDot January 2, life on Cloud 9 by, and in gold per 10Janvary 19, GP10 NA LCS rating: #1 Cloud 9 by, and in gold per 10February 19, Cloud9 LoL
&amp;#124; HyperX Home Tour by, and in Hyper XApril 23, hard road ahead of Cloud 9 by, and on SK GamingMay 30, Cloud 9: Past and Present by, and on LoL EsportsMay 3 0, we need a savior : Incarnati0n and new era of Cloud9 by, and in ScoreJune 1, Rebuilding the Kingdom: Tim SoloMid and
Cloud9 by, and on ScoreSeptember 3, ride along with Cloud 9 by, and in Lisa Devon And Nic Doucet for theScoreSeptember 10, unstoppable cloud9 boost by, and on LoL EsportsSeptember 27, Road to the World: A Deep Look at Cloud9 by, and on 1, Cloud9 LoL - against all odds EP01 - tried by, and on
Cloud9October 3, IG vs. C9 - Jack interviewed, and on TwitchOctober 4, World Video Features: Cloud9 Road To the world by, and in LoL EsportsOctober 6, Waltz of Cloud9: How does Cinderella run the world by MANAKA CDs in gold per 10October 7, Princess or Pumpkin? Cloud9's week 1 fairytale by ,
and on Tim Sevenhuysen on UnikrnOctober 7, Outsmart, Outmaneuver, Outlast: Chronicling Cloud9's Perfect Start at Worlds by Tyler Fionn Erzberger on The ScoreOctober 9, Cloud9 LoL - Against All Odds EP02 - Worrying Trend by , and on Cloud9October 9, C9 Jack - 20 Questions With, and at
HyperXOctober 20, Cloud9 LoL - Against All Odds EP03 - Diligently by, and in Cloud9November 20, Trilogy: Europe (TSM) vs. America (C9) vs. Korea (NRG) by Tyler Fillon Erzberger on ScoreNovember 23, C9 history of the team game will help Josh and Bonnie maximize their talents by Ryan Tong at
Goldper10December 17, Sky Limit: Revamped Cloud9 looked to reclaim its North American crown by Tyler Fillon Erzberger in the January 14 score , Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.1 - New Beginnings by , and on Cloud9January 28, A brief history of Cloud9 by Paul Marshall on LoL EsportsFebruary 3, Cloud9
LoL - Genesis Ep.2 - Shadows by , and on Cloud9February 11, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.3 - Rivalries by , and on Cloud9February 18, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.4 - Guidance by , and on Cloud9February 19, Two Roads Diverged in the NA LCS: Cloud9 and Team Liquid by Emily Rand on The
ScoreFebruary 25, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.5 - Vision by, and on Cloud9March 10, Cloud9 LoL - #AskC9 Ep.5 1 by, and in Cloud9March 17, Cloud9 LoL – Genesis Ep.6 – Steps by, and on Cloud9Arch 24, Cloud9 LoL-Genesis Ep.7-Feedback by , and on Cloud9March 30, The History of Apple Pie :
Emily Rand's 5 stories to watch ahead of TSM vs. Cloud9 by Emily Rand on The ScoreMarch 31 , Cloud9 LoL - #AskC9 Ep.2 by , and on Cloud9March 31, NA LCS Playoffs preview: Cloud9 vs. Team SoloMid by Tyler Erzberger on ESPNApril 13, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.8 - Patterns by, and on
Cloud9May 15, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.9 - Modified by, and on Cloud9May 19, Cloud9 LoL - #AskC9 Ep.3 by, and on Cloud9May 22, Summer 2016 NA Day One: Cloud9 (podcast) by rough draft on SoundcloudMay 27, peaking in the winds of change: Cloud9's New Summer Look by Sevenhuysen
Magic Team at ScoreJune 10, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.10 - Changes by, and on Cloud9June 17, Cloud9 LoL – Genesis Ep.11 – Vision by, and in CloudJune 17, back to summit : Cloud9 and TSM reinvent themselves by Mangaka CD in GamursJune 24, Cloud9 LoL – Genesis Ep.12 – Settled by , and
on Cloud9July 1, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.13 - Sources by , and on Cloud9July 7, The Importance of Positive Environments: TSM, IMT, C9 by poetanarchy on Esports HeavenJuly 9, Cloud9 Ep.14 – Peak by, and at Cloud9July 15, Cloud9 LoL – Genesis Ep.15 – Evolution by, and in Cloud9July 23,
Cloud9 LoL-Genesis Ep.16-Shift by , and on Cloud9July 29, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.17 - Distance by , and on Cloud9August 7, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.18 - Third by , and on Cloud9August 7, Cloud9 owner Jack Etienne on why C9C exists, its future, And formally calling for LCS to franchise with, and
at Yahoo August 20, Cloud9 LoL - Genesis Ep.19 - Mind by, and on Cloud9September 11, Road to the World : Cloud9 by Adam Newell in GAMURSeptember 2 5, Feet on Earth, Head in the Clouds: Cloud9 by Emily Rand at ScoreOctober 1, Cloud LoL -Genesis , and on Cloud9December 12, Cloud9 LoL
- Genesis Ep.21 - World by , and on Cloud9December 26, Road to Season Seven: Cloud9 by Malcolm Abbas on GAMURS January 20, Cloud9 LoL-Genesis II-Pre-Season by , and on Cloud9January 27, Genesis II - EP.1 - Born By, and on Cloud9January 28, Genesis II - EP.2 - Ambition by, and on
Cloud9 February 1, Reflections Ep.1 - IMT Week 2 by, and On Cloud9 February 2, Reflections Ep.2 - CLG Week 2 by, and on Cloud9 February 7, Reflections Ep.3 - NV Week 3 by, and on Cloud9 February 8, Reflections Ep.4 - Fox Week 3 by, and on Cloud9 February 8, compares current cloud 9 to TSM
Summer 8 2016 by Christian Marcale in HausFebary 12 , Cloud 9 vs Flyquest Preview by Christian Marcale in HausFebruary Game 15, Reflections Ep.5 - Liquid Team Week 4 by , and on Cloud9February 17, Genesis II - EP.3 &amp;#124; Fly by , and on Cloud9February 21, In-depth interview with
Cloud9 CEO Jack Etienne (Part 1): Building C9 and early esports impressions with , and on Slingshot EsportsFebruary 22, Ep.6 Reflections - Team Solomid Week 5 by, and on Cloud9 February 23, Reflections Ep.7 - Phoenix1 Week 5 by, and on Cloud9 February 27, Cloud9 vs. FlyQuest &amp;#124;
#AskC9 Ep.4 going bald by, and on Cloud9March 7, Reflections Ep.8 - Echo Fox Week 6 by, and on Cloud9March 8, Reflections Ep.9 - FlyQuest Week 6 by, and on Cloud9March 21, inside Cloud9: How the couple ended up Up with 'the most important electronic sports team in North America' by, and at
Paresh Dave at los Angeles TimesApril 12, Cloud9's knockout profile: Trying to body its way up by Christian Marcale in the HausApril 13 game, Cloud9 LoL-Hype Playoffs &amp;#124; NALCS 2017 Spring Split by , and on Cloud9April 19, NALCS Finals Preview: Rematch of the Gods by Christian Marcale
on The Game HausApril 20, Cloud9 Jack on his involvement with his players, the secret to making playoffs and more with with , and on Yahoo EsportsApril 28, Same Names, New Games: Why TSM vs. C9 Is Still Fun by Cass Marshall on Red Bull EsportsJune 2, C9 vs CLG Hype by , and on Cloud9June
8, C9LoL | Jensen - CLG Week 1 Recap by Vintage and on Cloud9June 9, C9LoL | Contractz - TSM Week Veneer by Vintage and on Cloud9June 15, C9LoL | Sneaky - P1 Week 2 Recap by Vintage and on Cloud9June 16, C9LoL | Smoothie - Fox Week 2 recap by, and on Cloud9June 23, C9LoL |
Impact - IMT Week 3 Recap by, and on Cloud9June 25, C9LoL | Meet C9 Loulex by, and on Cloud9June 25, C9LoL | Contractz - Flight Week 3 recap by, and on Cloud9June 26, Silver Boys: Cloud 9 Second Tenure by Zack Davis at HausJune 30, C9LoL | Drew - Team Status | TL Week 4 by, and on
Cloud9July 1, C9LoL | Sneaky - DIG Week 4 Recap by, and on Cloud9July 11, C9LoL | Jensen - TSM Week 5 Recap by Vintage and on Cloud9July 14, C9LoL | Smoothie -CLG Week 5 Recap by Vintage and on Cloud9July 21, C9LoL | Impact - NV Week 6 Recap by, and on Cloud9July 26, C9LoL |
Contractz-P1 Week 7 Recap by Vintage and on Cloud9July 30, C9LoL | Jensen - DIG Week 7 by, and on Cloud9August 5, C9LoL | Meet C9 Westrice by, and in Cloud9August 7, NA LCS playoff defeat team by Zack Davis in HausAugust Game 9, C9LoL | Smoothie - TL Week 8 by, and on Cloud9August
11, C9LoL | Sneaky - Flight Week 8 by, and on Cloud9August 17, C9LoL | Impact - NV Week 9 by, and on Cloud9August 18, C9LoL | Ready for knockout by, and on Cloud9August 18, C9 Drew: Solutions with Julian Pastrytime working on LoL EsportsAugust 24, #AskC9 Episode 6 by, and on
Cloud9September 7, C9 explains: Gauntlet by, and on Cloud9September 7, C9LoL | Playoffs - DIG Week 10 by , and on Cloud9September 8, C9 Jack: The only thing that matters every year is, 'Do you go to worlds?' and how well you do at worlds. — A look at Cloud9 heading into the NA LCS gauntlet
with , and on Emily Rand for Slingshot EsportsSeptember 17, C9LoL | Regional primaries by, and at Cloud9September 23, #Worlds | Play on Day 1 (Highlights) by, and on Cloud9September 24, #Worlds | Play on Day 2 (Highlights) by, and on Cloud9September 28, #Worlds | Play in knockout (highlights)
by, and on Cloud9October 4, C9LoL | Play on stage by vintage and on Cloud9October 7, #Worlds | Group Stage Week 1 (Highlights) by, and on Cloud9October 15, #Worlds | Groupstage Week 2 (Highlights) by , and on Cloud9October 17, Worlds 2017: North America's prophecy by Michael Lee on The
Game HausOctober 17, Can Cloud 9 carry NA to semi-finals? By Christian Marcale on The Game HausOctober 21, C9LoL &amp;#124; Groups: NA's Last Hope by , and on Cloud9November 3, C9LoL | Quarterfinals | by , and on Cloud9November 22, C9 Jack &amp; FlyQuest Ryan Edens on Sneaky
maid uniforms and franchise applications with Blitz Esports on Blitz EsportsNovember 26, Thank You: Eon-Young Impact Jeong by , and on Cloud9November 26, Thank you: Juan Contractz Garcia by , and on Cloud9November 27, C9 &amp; FlyQuest owners on how non-native owners can help their
teams with Blitz Esports at Blitz EsportsDecember 11, what you need to know about cloud 2018 2018 by Kai Wong at DBLTAPDecember 13, Jack Etienne on the 2018 NA LCS, his goals for C9 CS:GO and PUBG as an esport with The Nexus Podcast on theScore EsportsDecember 15, Blitz Esports is
looking for Cloud9 All Scouts, here's a glimpse into its training process by Sharon on Blitz EsportsDecember 19, thank you: Jeon Ray J. Owen by, and on Cloud9December 20, all-star AMA with Cloud9 &amp; TSM presented by T-Mobile With , and on Cloud9December 21, LCS Rookies give their climbing
advice &amp; what they learned from working with Cloud9 for a week with Sharon Coone on Blitz Esports January 10, Is Cloud 9's new list underrated? Played by Christian Marcale in HausJanuary 23, the best of the ones | 7 mins on Cloud9 by, and on Cloud9January 24, Trash Talk | 7 mins on Cloud9
by, and on Cloud9January 25, New Orgs | 7 mins on Cloud9 by, and on Cloud9January 26, Nunu Patch 8.2 | 7 mins on Cloud9 by, and on Cloud9February 10, C9 owner Jack: I gave a hug kick after the game. Blow said 'this is my gift to you'. With James Bick Hong at Inven GlobalFebruary 13, King of the
Hill: Echo Fox vs. Cloud 9 by Brandon Borrelli Yi in HausFebruary 17, Cloud9 and Echo Fox face off for first place this weekend by Xing Lee at EsportsFebruary Point 25, known in front of the unknown: Who's the upper hand between Cloud9 and clutching the game? By Xing Lee at EsportsFebruary Point
28, How To Push Botlane C9 and Roaming Smoothie Wins The Early Game by Renato Shakarez Perdigão in Blitz EsportsMarch 22, Cloud9's Stormy Approach to the Playoffs by Mason Jenkins in the HausM HausM game 27, C9 Drew: Thanks for the encouragement for us and sorry big, we will be
strong next split with Izento in shotcallerMay 16, top 10 most dominant league legends listed all the time by Esports Square at EsportsMay Score 27 , Cloud9: A Day In The Life Of A Professional Player. By Byungho Haao Kim and James Bick Hong at Inven GlobalJune 18, Jack Reveals Why Sneaky,
Jensen, Smoothie, Couch - Meet Their Father on Father's Day with Travis Gafford on YouTubeJune 2 1, Eye in the Sky, Part 1: Cloud9 Watched by Mason Jenkins in HausJune 22, curious case of Cloud9 by, and in Chase Wassenar for UnikrnJune 22, unlock the mystery of Cloud9 League of Legends
Team by Xing Lee at EsportsJune Point 24 , 2017 NA LCS Worlds Qualifys – Where Are They Now? By Thomas Baker in HausJune 26, Eye in the Sky, Part 2: Skyfall by Mason Jenkins in HausJuly 5, Eye in the Sky, Part 3: Twist on the Wind by Mason Jenkins in HausJuly 19, Cloud9's hopes of making
the playoffs this split are slim, even with a sneaky back in the mix by Aaron Mickunas at EsportsJusly Point , Eye in the Sky, Part 4: We Summon Sneaky by Mason Jenkins in HausJuly 26, Eye in the Sky, Part 5: C9 Revolving Door Politics by Mason Jenkins in HausAugust 3, Eye in the Sky, Part 6:
Double-Whoa by Jenkins in HausAugust Game 3, League of Legends: Can Cloud9 realistically make the playoffs? By Jared Warnke in HausAugust Game 10, Cloud9 Flirts With Disaster by Mason Jenkins in HausAugust 15 , Cloud9: Eye in the Sky, Part 7- Turnaround by Mason Jenkins on The Game
HausAugust 15, NA LCS: Cloud9's Unkillable Duo by Brandon Sturak on The Game HausAugust 22, Jack on Cloud9's Critics and the long, hard road through summer split with Gafford cruises on YouTubeAugust 22, Cloud9 : Eye in the Sky, Episode 8 - A Strong Finish by Mason Jenkins in the
HausAugust 30 game, ranking all C9 vs. TSM playoff series by Kien Lam on LoL EsportsAugust 31, TSM vs. Cloud9: The story is as old as time By Aaron Mickunas at EsportsAugust Point 31, NA LCS: Semifinal Preview by Roy Young Xu in HausSeptember Game 5, 10 Thoughts Going to the Final by
Kien Lam at LoL EsportsSeptember 6, C9 Drew on coach split bonus: I think I really deserve it. Since I'm smart with Dasol Viion Jang in Inven GlobalSeptember 7, NA LCS: The Final Preview by Rui Yang Xu in HausSeptember 7, Cloud9: Eyes in the Sky, Part 9 - The Arc of Redemption by Mason
Jenkins in HausSeptember 8, Will Cloud9 Break Through Again in the NA LCS Final? By Xing Lee at EsportsSeptember Point 12, Cloud9: Eyes in the Sky, Episode 10 - Cinderella9 by Mason Jenkins in HausSeptember 12, NA LCS: Gauntlet Preview by Roy Young Xu in Haus Game September 17, Jack
says NA has a better chance than they've ever played in the world with Travis Gafford on YouTubeSeptember 21, Cloud9: Eyes in the Sky, Episode 11 - Place of Power by Mason Jenkins in HausSeptember 23 , NA LCS: Hopefuls vs Realitites of Worlds 2018 by Rui Yang Xu on The Game
HausSeptember 26, NA at Worlds 2018: Can they catch up to the world? By Adel Chouadria on CybersportSeptember 26, League of Legends Play-In Group C: The Group of Underdogs by Mason Jenkins on The Game HausSeptember 26, League of Legends: Meet the Teams Playing on Their 2018
World Stage (Part 2) by Thomas Baker in HausSeptember 27, Faith in North America by Kien Lam at LoL EsportsSeptember 28, Cloud9 Korean Bootcamp : RNG and Gen.G were both in the music video, so they were very much with Junkio Lasso Seok Byungho Haao Kim, and James Bick Hong in Inven
GlobalOctober 2, Cloud9 will have to clean up their objective game into the long-running world. Powered by Xing Lee at EsportsOctober Point 4, How Cloud9 went from tenth place to the world (LoL) by Scurr Esports on YouTubeOctober 7, Jensen C9 they had many good moments but also, we played so
much Bad by Emily Rand on ESPNOctober 7, Cloud9 were lucky to advance past the game on stage in the world by Xing Lee at EsportsOctober Point 11, on a train to Busan with Cloud9 by Emily Rand at ESPNOctober 13, Licorice Cloud9: '[We] just weren't as big a team' by Tyler Erzberger on
ESPNOctober Cloud9 once again the greatest North American hope in the world by Xing Lee at EsportsOctober Point 16, League of Legends: Cloud9: Eyes on the Sky, Episode 12 - Stepping by Mason Jenkins in HausOctober 18, Jack on Cloud9's magnificent departure from the world's ensembles and
how far they can play with Travis Goford on YouTubeOctober 19, Jack Etienne reflects on the sneaky couch &amp; Jensen and comments on na players playing Fortnite with , and on Darius Matuschak from The ShotcallerOctober 19, Eight Paths to the Top by Kien Lam on LoL EsportsOctober 21, Thank
you Cloud9 for restoring hope to North America by Tyler Erzberger at ESPNOctober 22, Cloud9 owner Jack Etienne surprised with the team's progress through the world 2018 with, and in Ovilee May ESPN EsportsOctober 22, bizarre as it may sound—Cloud9 may actually be a favorite against Fnatic In
the World by Aaron Mickunas at EsportsOctober Point 25 , League of Legends Worlds 2018: Fnatic vs Cloud9 Finals Preview by Rui Yang Xu on The Game HausOctober 26, League of Legends – Cloud9: Eyes in the Sky, Part 13 – OnWards and Upwards by Mason Jenkins in HausNovember 2, League
of Legends – Cloud9: Eyes in the Sky, Part 14 – World End by Mason Jenkins in Haus Game January 4 , League of Legends: LCS – New Year's Resolution by Rui Yang Xu on The Game HausJanuary 12, The Story of TSM vs. Cloud9 (LoL) by theScore Esports on YouTubeFebruary 23, LCS: Cloud9 v.
FlyQuest Racing Week Brayzi by Brayden Nazarian in HausMarch 5, Cloud9: The Unsung Heroes of the LCS by Brayden Nazarian on The Game HausMarch 8, LCS: TL v. C9 Match of the Week by Byden Teraghian in HausMarch Game 28 is league legends: title to knockout by Dederick Freeman in
HausApril Game 3, TSM vs Cloud9: Clash of the Titans in LCS Spring Split Semifinals by Tyler Esguerra at EsportsApril Point 5, League of Legends: 4 Final of the LCS Spring Playoff by HausApril 6 , League of Legends : C9 v. TSM is Brayzy's Series of the Week by Brayden Nazarian on The Game

HausApril 23, On this day on LoL Esports: 2017 NA LCS Spring Final by Nick Geracie at Inven GlobalMay 28, Cloud9: 2019 Summer Split Preview by Richard Farley in HausMay Game 31, League of Legends: Cloud9 Week 1 Preview by Richard Farley in HausJune 11 , C9 Portilho: I 100% feel that the
Cloud9 community was built by memes. with Nick Geracie on Inven GlobalJune 15, League of Legends: Cloud9 Week 3 Preview by Richard Farley on The Game HausJune 18, Nisqy: In NA, most people are playing safe. At C9, we're not scared. by Xing Li on UpcomerJune 27, Rift Rivals 2019: Cloud9
Preview by Richard Farley on The Game HausJune 30, Jack on C9 players getting sick ahead of RR, the development of esports, and his take on haters with Darius Matuschak on The ShotcallerJuly 3, C9 Jack at Rift Rivals: sick and just trying their best. with Steven Paul on UpcomerJuly 9, LCS
Hopefuls for Worlds 2019 by Rui Yang Xu on The Game HausJuly 10, Doublelift was right about Cloud9 and TSM by Xing Li on Dot EsportsJuly 15, JSS Reports: LEC's scariest team is not G2, but Fnatic // Team Liquid is more complete than actual Gen.G by Byungho Haao Kim and Woo Ready Hyun on
Inven GlobalJuly 31, C9 Social Media Manager Portilho talks moving to the United States from Brazil to follow Esports with Nick Geracie &amp; Lara Lunardi on Inven GlobalAugust 11, LCS truth or dare: Liquid, C9, CLG, TSM, Clutch, OpTic by Xing Li on Dot EsportsAugust 23, Can Cloud9 find a new
LCS finals win to pair with their international success?  ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻣﺎﻟﮑﻮم ﻋﺒﺎس در ﻧﻘﻄﻪEsportsAugust 26، [LCS  ]ﻧﻬﺎﯾﯽ ﮐﻨﻔﺮاﻧﺲ ﻣﻄﺒﻮﻋﺎﺗﯽC9  ﺑﺎ ﻧﯿﮏ. از دﺳﺖ دادن در اﯾﻨﺠﺎ ﺑﻪ ﻣﻌﻨﺎی ﭘﺎﯾﺎن ﻫﻤﻪ ﭼﯿﺰ ﻧﯿﺴﺖ: اب زﯾﺮ ﮐﺎهGeracie  درInven GlobalAugust 28، ﻣﺎﯾﻊ ﺗﯿﻢ، Cloud9  ﻧﺸﺎن ﻣﯽ دﻫﺪ ﮐﻪ ﭼﺮا آﻧﻬﺎ دﯾﮕﺮbootcamp در ﮐﺮه ﺑﺮای
 ﺟﻬﺎن ﺗﻮﺳﻂ اﺳﺤﺎقMcIntyre  درDexertoOctober 2،  ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﺗﺎﯾﻠﺮ2019  ﭼﻪ اﻧﺘﻈﺎری از ال ﺳﯽ اس در ﺟﻬﺎن: ﺑﺮای ﻫﻤﯿﺸﻪ دﺳﺖ ﮐﻢ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪEsguerra  در ﻧﻘﻄﻪEsportsOctober 9, Cloud9  ﯾﮏ ﺑﺎر دﯾﮕﺮ ﺑﻬﺘﺮﯾﻦ اﻣﯿﺪ آﻣﺮﯾﮑﺎی ﺷﻤﺎﻟﯽ در ﺟﻬﺎن ﺗﻮﺳﻂXing  ﻟﯽ در ﻧﻘﻄﻪEsportsOctober 10, [[ آﻣﺎر داﺳﺘﺎن019 2 ﺟﻬﺎن: LCS اﻣﯿﺪوار اﺳﺖ
 در ﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﺎت ﻗﻬﺮﻣﺎﻧﯽ ﺟﻬﺎن ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻧﯿﮏGeracie  درInven GlobalOctober 21, [ رﯾﺨﺘﻦ ﯾﮑﯽ ﺑﺮای:([ آن را دو )ﺑﺎﻻﺑﺮ2019  ﺟﻬﺎنNA  ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻧﯿﮏGeracie  درInven GlobalDecember 23 , Memelords never die: Cloud9 will always be known as Sneaky's team by Xing Li on Dot Esports January 18 , Soul searching: Cloud9
needs to rediscover its identity in the 2020 LCS Spring Split by Tyler Esguerra on Dot EsportsJanuary 18,  ﻣﺪﻋﯿﺎنMSI  از ال ﺳﯽ اس: Cloud9 ، TSM ،  و ﻣﺎﯾﻊ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﭘﺎرﮐﺰOusley  درInven GlobalFebruary 1 ، Cloud9 :  ﭼﯿﺪن از ﻓﺼﻞ ﮔﺬﺷﺘﻪ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﺗﺎﯾﻠﺮDunderdale  در ﺑﺎزیHausFebruary 11 ، Cloud9 2020 ﻟﮕﺪ ﮐﺮدن
 اﻣﺎ آن را آﺧﺮﯾﻦ؟ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ،  ﺑﻬﺎر ﺗﻘﺴﯿﻢ ﺑﺪون ﺷﮑﺴﺖDarin Kwilinski  و آرداOcal  در ای اس ﭘﯽ انEsportsFebruary 17 ،  ﺟﮏ درC9  'ﻣﻦ ﺗﺎ ﺑﻪ ﺣﺎل اﻋﺘﻤﺎد ﺑﻪ ﻧﻔﺲ ﺑﯿﺸﺘﺮی در ﻫﺮ ﯾﮏ از ﺗﯿﻢ ﻫﺎی ﻣﻦ' ﺑﺎ ﺗﺮاوﯾﺲ:  ﺑﻬﺎر ﺗﻘﺴﯿﻢ ﺷﺎﻧﺲ ﺑﺮﻧﺪهGafford  درYouTubeFebruary 21 ،  آﯾﺎCloud9 در ﻣﺴﯿﺮ ﺑﻪ ﻏﺎﻟﺐ ﺗﺮﯾﻦ ﺗﯿﻢ در ﻟﯿﮓ اﻓﺴﺎﻧﻪ ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ؟
by Arda Ocal, Darin Kwilinski, and Tyler Erzberger on ESPN EsportsMarch 24, Best storys to follow through the final week of the 2020 LCS Spring Split by Tyler Esguerra on Dot EsportsApril 3, Head in the clouds: Why the 2020 LCS Spring Split is C9's most important season yet by Tyler Esguerra on Dot
EsportsApril 19, ﺷﺮاﯾﻂ ﺑﺮﻧﺪه: C9  ﺑﻬﺎر ﺗﻘﺴﯿﻢ ﻧﻬﺎﯾﯽ ﺗﻮﺳﻂ2020  در ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻞ ﭘﺮوازIzento  درEsports HeavenMay 30, TSM  وCloud9  دادن اوﻟﯿﻦ ﻧﮕﺎه در ﻓﻬﺮﺳﺖ ﺟﺪﯾﺪ, ﺧﻮاﻫﺪ ﺷﺪ ﺧﺎﻣﻮش ﯾﮑﺸﻨﺒﻪ روﺑﺮوTSM  ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﭘﺎرﮐﺰOusley  درInven GlobalJuly 5 6, Cloud9 to play TSM in throwback LCS showmatch on July 10 by
George Geddes on Dot EsportsJuly 8, Lists revealed for classic TSM-Cloud9 LCS showmatch by Preston Byers on Dot 10, Cloud9's all-time record against any current LCD team by Robert Hans in the HausJuly 14 game, a brief history of Cloud9 talent developing by Tyler Dunderdale in the HausJuly 31
game, cloud9 blessing loss in disguise by Nick Geracie in Inven GlobalAugust 17, how Cloud9's social media boy was expelled from immortals, sent to Brazil before success Travis Gafford on YouTubeAugust 19, Cloud9 look to continue his winning line against FlyQuest in the 2020 L.C.S. Summer
Division playoff by Dylan Ladd at EsportsAugust Point 27, Death, Tax, and TSM vs. Cloud9: Next season in his perennial competition by Tyler 27Esguerra on Dot EsportsAugust 31 , [OPINION] Cloud9's elimination is the most heart-breaking moment of the whole 2020 season by Radoslav Nydra Kolev
on Inven Global Page 2 You do not have permission to edit this page, because of the following: The action you request is limited to users in one of the groups: users, FANDOM helpers, wiki administrators, content team members. You can view and copy the source of this page. During the off-season, the
organization [quantic game]] fell into financial distress and shut down the operation and left the League of Legends team without sponsorship. Compete with the name [Team NomNom]] and then Cloud9, [Yazuki]], [Hai], [Nientonsoh]], [WildTurtle]], and [LemonNation]] secured a spot in the
[Riot_Season_3_Championship_Series/North_America/Qualifys/Main_Event] season 3 north American qualifying series]. However, Cloud9 was eliminated in the group stage after losing to [Azure Gaming]] and the upcoming LCD team [MRN team]. Initially, Niantonsuh said cloud9 would be disbanded
due to the loss. The team later decided to stay together, although Nintonsu and Yazuki left, changing the big roster. Hee moved from the woods to the middle, and the team tried the top in the New Foresters and Laners online tournaments. On April 1, cloud9 [Hai],[LemonNation]], [Meteos]], and [Balls]]
was picked up by Quantic Gaming. However, just a few weeks later the roster once again turned to Cloud9 with the previous manager [TSM]] Jack Etienne becoming head coach and owner of his team. In summer qualifying promotion, Cloud9 went 5-0 to earn a spot in the LCS Summer Division, beating
team Astral Poke 2-0, and compLexity 3-0. Cloud9 has the longest winning streak in LCS history (13 games), the most wins in the division of the LCS season (25 games), and won first place in the summer division. During the [Riot League Championship Series/North America/Season 3/Summer Knockout|
NA LCS Summer Playoffs]], they were able to win every one of their games/sets, first against [[Team Dignitas]] and then the grand finals against [[TSM]]. Cloud9 took home $50,000 USD as well as the first round of goodbyes on 3 world championship]]. They finished their season 3 L.C.S. playoffs with a
total of 30-3, the highest in LCD history with a win rate of 91%. With high hopes, the C9 went straight to the quarterfinals of the S3 Championship to become North American champion. Their first international game as a team against Europe's top seed was [Fnatic]. In a formidable set of games, Cloud9's
1-2 loss was the last North American team to be eliminated, ending in eighth place. On October 29, it was announced that while Alexei Penn is going, [Dan Dinne]] will join as the new coach. &lt;ref name=danjoins&gt;[ Dan Dinh to coach Cloud9] 'na.lolesports.com'lt;/ref&gt; in the first pre-season
international tournament, [IEM_Season_VIII_-_Cologne| IEM Cologne]] in November, Cloud9 received a bye to the second round and competed against [Gambit Games]] russia. Gambit defeated Abar9 2-0 and marking its second immediate exit from an international tournament. In December 2013,
Cloud9 joined four other North American CLS teams in the [Transatlantic Battle], which for the second time faced european champions [Fnatic]. Dominating mid-laner performances [Hai], Cloud9 took the series 2-0, resulting in north America's overall winner in the tournament and $10,000 for the team.
Cloud9 won the [[Riot_League_Championship_Series/North_America/2014_Season/Spring_Round_Robin|spring split]] of the LCS once again, and qualifying for the [[All-Star_Paris_2014| All Star event]]. Before the event, however, [Hai's] lung collapsed, requiring him to use a respier and the team had to
play with a replacement. After C9 requested [link]] as a temporary alternative, [anti-logic game]] easily agreed to a two-month emergency loan deal that covers time in between splits, including the All Stars. Cloud9 went 3-1 in the group stage and lost only to [SK Telecom T1 K], but in their parentheses in
the first round by [OMG]] they were eliminated and lost 2-0. He Riot_League_Championship_Series North_America second place in the 2014_Season/Summer_Round_Robin, despite putting them first in the round robin, and lost 2-3 in the
Riot_League_Championship_Series/North_America/2014_Season/Summer_Playoffs|finals]. Their second place finish qualified for the [2014 World Championships], where they were drawn into Group D together with [NaJin White Shield], [Alliance]] and [KaBuM! e-Sports]. Cloud9 went 4-2 in the group,
drawing with NaJin Shields for first place but losing the tiebreaker game. They were eliminated from the tournament in the parentheses stage and fell 3-1 to [Samsung Blue]. Cloud9 was the North American team fan-vote to [[IEM_Season_IX_-_San_Jose| IEM San Cloud9 and Unicorn Love confirmed,
their tickets now!] ''en.intelextrememasters.com'' they defeated [paiN]] 2-0, [Etihad]] 2-1, and then [love unicorn]] 3-0 to win the tournament. On December 30, it was announced that Cloud9 was conducting open exams for a North American Challenger team. [ Cloud9 start open exams for team
&lt;ref&gt;Challenger] See 'dailydot.com'''lt;/ref&gt; Information about the team at [Cloud9 Tempest]]. Due to San Jose's IEM victory, Cloud9 qualifies for the [IEM Season 9 – World Championships| IEM Katowice]] in March. They lost only two games, first to [The Tigers of General Electric], and then to
[The Flash Wolves], and ended in seventh/eighth place. Domestically, they performed at the start of the low season, and at the end of the second week [Riot League/North American Championship Series/2015 Season/Spring|Spring CLES Divergence]] placed in 8th place. However, they improved
throughout the season, finishing second behind [Team SoloMid]] and [Riot League Championship Series/North America/2015 Season/Spring Knockout|Knockout]] Bye; After beating [Team Liquid]] 3-2, Cloud9 lost to TSM 1-3 in the final and finished the overall division in second place. Not long after the
spring final, High announced his retirement from the professional game, citing wrist injuries and the fact that his support carrying the style of play was no longer viable as reasons for his retirement; however, he remains with cloud9 as his chief game manager. &lt;ref&gt;[ Thank you Hai]
Cloud9.gg&lt;/ref&gt; After tryouts including [Cloud9 Tempest]] Mid laner [Yusui]] and the recently unbanned European Star Solo Lineup [Incarnati0n]], the team settled in Incarnati0n as its new mid-Lenner for the [Rebel League Championship Series/North America/2015 season/summer season|summer
division].]. The team performed poorly for the first five weeks of the split, replacing Mateus, who was going into week six. With the team returning, Cloud9's record improved from 3-7 to 6-12 until the end of the split, and they narrowly avoided it after their tie-breaker victory against [Team 8]].[Riot League
Championship Series/North America/20 16 seasons/promotions spring|crashes]] and retain 70 [2015 season/championship score| championship points]], though they are eligible for the [Riot League Championship Series/North America/2015 Season/Summer Knockout|Knockout]. In
[Riot_League_Championship_Series/North_America/2015_Season/Regional_Finals|Regional Gauntlet], Cloud9 reversed swept both [gravity]] and [team momentum]] before beating [Team Liquid]] 3-1 in the final. The fourteen games they played over three days were to make them the third north
American seed[[2015 Season World Championship]], Cloud9's third-consecutive Worlds. Cloud9, considered a subsang in the Worlds, along with Fnatic, [ahq e-Sports Club|ahq]] and [Invictus Gaming]] were placed in Group B and were expected to last. Instead, they were surprised by an undefeated first
week 3-0 and suddenly performed well in [Lee Sinn], and the balls performed well in [Darius]; In week two, Cloud9 needed only one win to advance to the quarterfinals but failed to find it, losing four games in a while, including losing the tiebreaker to Ahagh. They finished third in their group, ahead of the
only invictus game. Cloud9 after running Worlds, announcing LemonNation's retirement and moving itself into the role of staff; &lt;ref name=lemonretire&gt;[ Cloud9 LCS Announces Support/Tryouts Forest] ''cloud9.gg'''lt;/ref&gt; They ended up adding two new players - former [gravity]] support [Bonnie
FuFuu]] and [Team Momentum]] forester [Besh]] - with Y to split time with Bonnie in a supporting role. [ FuFuu bunny and Besh agree to terms &lt;ref name=bunnyrush&gt;with Cloud9] 'redbull.com'''lt;/ref&gt; Besh first teamed up with the team in the IEM X season - Cologne | IEM Cologne], where they
were in the first round by [H2k-Gaming| H2k]]. Cloud9 started the [League Championship Series/North America/2016 Season/Spring Season|spring season]] with Hai and Bunny FuFuu alternating games, but after two losses with Bonnie and two wins with High, they committed to full-time starts and rising
to 67% winrate, with the third-place seed in the League Championship Series/North America/2016 season/spring knockout|knockout]. However, despite the seeding advantage, the team lost to sixth seed TSM in the first round. After the split ended, Cloud9 reinvented its Challenger team, splitting lists
between the two teams, and initially set up for the [2016 League/North American Championship Series/2016 Season/Summer Division|Summer Division]] with [impact], Metus, Jensen, Sneaky, and Bonnie Fufu as their L.C.S. roster; &lt;ref name=impactmeteosjoin&gt;[ Impact &amp; Meteos Join Cloud9
LCS Team!] ''youtube.com''&lt;/ref&gt;&lt;ref&gt;[ Smoothie &amp; Altec Join Cloud9] ''cloud9.gg''&lt;/ref&gt; For the first seven weeks of the split, Bunny FuFuu and Smoothie shared the support role, but after that point Bunny steped down to a substitute and streaming role, and Smoothie became the fulltime The update on moving forward ]'''twitlonger.com'' team equals their spring record with a 12-6 finish, again supplying the third seed to [League_Championship_Series/North_America/2016_Season/Summer_Playoffs|knockout].]. There Cloud9 defeated TSM 3-1 in the final before falling to TSM [EnVyUs
team]] and [immortals]; the result was their second-best placing since spring 2015. And they will not 2016_Season_North_America_Regional_Finals. Regional Finals], or the gauntlet, Cloud9 faced and defeated both EnVyUs and Immortals to qualify for the [2016_Season_World_Championship | World
Championships]] for the fourth consecutive year. The team was placed in Group B together with [SK Telecom T1], [Flash Wolves]] and [I May]. The North American powerhouse walked on the edge of elimination until the last group stage game: Mateus, Jensen and Sneaky had rough games, and the shot
failed to give an early advantage to a game-winning split threat on his signature [Gnar], as he did in the NALCS playoffs. In the end, he managed to clutch a quarterfinal berth after two difficult weeks of competition, finishing second with a 3-3 win, becoming the first North American team since 2014 to
become the world's top eight team after North America shut down the playoffs in 2015. They were pulled to the right of the knockout bracket, where they met [The Samsung Galaxy] and were swept 0-3 by the Korean team. Cloud9 received an invitation to [IEM_Season_11_-_World_Championship] as the
best performance of the NA team in the [2016 world championship season].]. IEM World Championship]]; However, two weeks before the competition, C9 withdrew from the tournament, citing its preference to focus on continuing its then-dominant performances at na LCS, as well as environmental
political uncertainty about travel by people with visas. &lt;ref&gt;[ Extreme Masters Press Release] ''intelextrememasters.com''lt;/ref&gt; in the CUP, Cloud9 made two roster changes. [Meteos]] withdrew as the start of the forest, leaving [sneaky]] as the only remaining member of the original Cloud9 list. His
replacement was a novice forester [Contractz], formerly of the [Cloud9 Challenger]. The team also acquired the former [Apex Gaming], with the intention of platooning him and [hitting]] the former [Apex Gaming]. Cloud9 will also be playing against the new LCS team [FlyQuest]] in the spring, which started
as the Cloud9 Challenger team and included the original members of Cloud9 [Hai], [Ball], and [LemonNation]. Record during the first four weeks [League_Championship_Series/North_America/2017_Season/Spring_Season| Split Spring]], good for the first timeTwo games above FlyQuest is surprising.
However, Cloud9 cooled off over the next four weeks, going 4-4 and falling into within 1 game of third place [Phoenix1],before the final 2-0 weeks propelled them to a 14-4 finish, comfortably in the second. Cloud9 also beat FlyQuest on both heads to head matchups. For your efforts, [Drew]] will win the
Division Coach, [Contractz]] the rookie will receive the division, and [Smoothie]] is also named to the entire NALCS first team. With their playoff farewells, Cloud9's first stop in the playoffs will be against Finch1, which until this time included former forester C9 [Meteos], who joined in the middle of the
season. Mateus failed to beat his old team, sweeping Cloud9 Finins1 3-0 and launching his second consecutive finals appearance against [TSM]. Going into the finals, C9 chose to replace Ray and hit as they did in the semi-finals. However, the strategy seemed to not work, as each player missed the first
game they played. Switching to Ray for Game 3, Cloud9 triumphed in a near-disposal elimination match, followed by a dominant 4-win back-kick game in [Shen]] and Smoothie's surprise [Gragas]] support pick. With Ray back for Game 5, Cloud9 was on the verge of reversing TSM's sweep and won its
first title since [Riot_League_Championship_Series/North_America/2014_Season/Spring_Season|2014 Spring Split]. However, [Jensen]] managed to use either his [Zhonya Hourglass]] or [Ekko]] finals in a crucial team fight, giving TSM victory in both the fight and the series. Cloud9 made no changes
mid-season, but began the summer split uncoordinatedly. Of particular concern was the top line, with both Kick and Ray starting to stretch out time but not playing well. Mid-break split, Cloud9 was 6-4, good for fourth place behind TSM and much improved [immortals]] and [CLG]]. Their second-place
finish in the previous split meant cloud9 would be one of three North American teams invited to the [Rift_Rivals_2017/NA-EU|first eu/NA Rift competitors], along with TSM and Phoenix1. However a number of Cloud9 players were ill during the event, so while NA prevailed, Cloud9 finished only 3-3, which
was North America's worst-invited teams and did not exit the group stage. The impact continued after their rift rivals' struggles when the C9 returned to the domestic game, as they went 6-2 in week 6 and fell to 6th place. However, having helped with the easiest remaining schedule of any team, C9 won its
final six games to go fourth. The team also settled on a hit on the top line, with Ray not playing any games after Week Six. Despite the team's struggles, Jensen remained consistently dominant, and managed to edge [Bjergsen]] from TSM for the NALCS first-team midfield slot. In quartfinals, Cloud9
matched against Location [Dignitas Team]], which also had an uncoordinated summer split but is looking much improved with the addition of robot laners [Altec]] and [Adrian]]. The series was expected to be close, but Crias shocked the world by taking the first two games of Cloud9 to make them a game
away from advancing. C9 managed to win Game 3 and was on the verge of sending it to a Game 5 with all three low Dignitas inhibitors, but a clutch [Taliya]] final by Mead Lanner (Kane]] prevented C9 from reaching Nexus. Krainas was then held to outseed Cloud9 and eliminated them from the playoffs.
Due to its championship rating from Spring Split, Cloud9 is the first slot in 2017_Season_North_America_Regional_Finals | Regional Finals]] to make the [[2017 Season World Championship]]. There, they met CLG and beat them 3-1, keeping cloud9's record of the world never missing out qualifying for
the LCS intact. According to the third seed, Cloud9 entered the world through the game stage in the new, and seeded into Group B with [dire wolves]] from [OPL]] and [team oNe eSports]] from [CBLOL]. Cloud9 easily dispatched both teams in the group stage and then defeated
[LLN/2017_Season/Closing_Season| North Latin America]] [Lyon Game (2013 Latin American Team)| Lyon Game]] to qualify for the main group stage, all without dropping a single game. In the main event, Cloud9 was seeded in Group A, alongside [LCK]] second place team [SK Telecom T1]], [LPL]]
Heroes (Edward Games]] and second place [Ahq Electronic Sports Club]] from [LMS]]. Expected to be in contention with Edward playing for the second seed, Cloud9 has had a good first week, losing only to SKT, as EDG is massively under-performing. However, Cloud9 lost to both SKT and EDG much
improved in Week 2 and appeared on the verge of having to play tiebreaker before EDG once again blew massive gold leading to SKT, C9's propellant into the knockout stages. For the second year in a row, Cloud9 was the only North American team to leave the groups. In the knockout stages, they
matched up against [team WE]] [LPL]. After losing the first game despite opening an early lead, the C9 won the next two games to put them one win away from becoming the first North American team ever to advance to the world semifinals. However, Cloud9's chances were out there, as they lost the
next two games and were eliminated, ending their world trip. = 2018 season = Spirit Split = In football games, Cloud9 once again made changes to the forest and the top line. Both laners went up and replaced with rookie [Licorice], while [Contractz]] was replaced by the former [TSM]] forester
[Svenskeren]] Reviews of these changes were mixed: while [Licorice]] has been one of the best top Laners in the Challenger series, there were questions about his ability to match many elite imports NALCS, and Svenskeren had considered a weak link in TSM despite having won multiple splits with the
team. The beginning of League_Championship_Series/North_America/2018_Season/Spring_Season] seemed to lie these pessimistic predictions, as Cloud9 began chapter 7-1, which was tied with an equally surprising [Echo Fox]] for first place through the first four weeks, particularly integral to its
success in the licorice star game in all kinds of heroes. As well as excellent support play by [Smoothie]. However, the team seemed to hit speed bumps in the next few weeks, posting a 1-1 record in Week 5 to 8, with Licorice starting the fight as the top meta-line shifted towards the tanks however, going
into Week 9, the C9 playoffs had failed and was tied for the first time, and needed only one win in the final week to own. Tighten up the farewell playoffs. However, they first lost to Roaring [Team Liquid]], and then were upset by the 8th official [FlyQuest], setting up an unprecedented four-way tie for third
place between them, Team Liquid, [clutch game]], and TSM which had to be broken through a tiebreaker series. Cloud9's struggles continued in the series, as it lost again to [Team Liquid]] in the first tiebreaker to drop them into the 5th place race, before managing to finally stop the bleeding with a win
against Clutch. In the League_Championship_Series/North_America/2018_Season/Spring_Playoffs|knockout quarterfinals], Cloud9 was still matched again against the liquid team. Although Liquid was the favorite given the struggles of the late C9 season, the series is expected to be fiercely competitive.
While the C9 kept all three games close, they failed to win any of them and finished their season in the quarterfinals with just 10 championship points. [League_Championship_Series][North_America/2018_Season/Summer_Season], with the promotion of [Golden Throat] and [Zizel], he began the list of
BCS. By week 5 C9 was in tenth place. In the [NA LCS/2018 Season/Summer Playoffs|playoffs], Cloud9 lost 3-2 in the semifinals and lost 0-3 to The Liquid Team in the final. Season/Regional Finals| Regional Primaries]] and win 3-0 over TSM to the world. at [Worlds 2018|2018 World Championship],
Cloud9 was once again forced through [2018_Season_World_Championship/Play-In| Play-In]] stage. They went 4-0 in the group stage, defeating [Gambit Sports], 3-2, to help [2018_Season_World_Championship/Main_Event]. Cloud 9 was seeded in Group B, dubbed the Group of Death, with [the team'
[[Royal Never Give Up]], and [[Gen.G]]. Cloud9 defied expectations and exited the group with a 4-3 record after losing the first-place tiebreaker to RNG. In the quarterfinals, C9 made history and defeated [Afreeca Freecs]] 3-0, making it the first time since [World Championship Season 1| Season 1 of the
World Championship], that a North American team had made the semi-finals. In the semifinals, C9 lost 0-3 to [Fnatic]]. After defying expectations the year before, fans had high hopes for Cloud9. During the FA Cup, they lost one of their longest-standing members, [Jensen], to one of their biggest rivals
[Team Liquid], and decided to bring in a European talent called [Nisqy]] in his place. By the end of the regular season, they had an impressive record of beating each team 14-4 at least once, with the exception of the liquid team, which had the same record but managed to claim the first seed because of
their 2-0 head-to-head record with C9. Cloud9 is still able to secure a bye for a straight knockout to the semi-finals where they will eventually be reversed by long-time rivals, [TSM]], ending their playoff run for the spring split. The summer split for Cloud9 was all about their star open forest, [Svenskeren]]
who dominated most of their games with play-making forests like Gragas, Lee Sinn, and Shane Zhao. Unlike the previous split, they beat at least once any team, including the liquid team that they manually beat in both regular-season games. They finished the regular season with a 12-6 record enough to
secure a bye for the playoffs in the semifinals once again. They faced third seed, [CLG]] in the semifinals and beat them 3-1 to advance in the final against their biggest rival at the time, Team Liquid. The final was held at Little Caesars Arena in Detroit, Michigan where [Svenskeren]] was awarded the
Honda MVP for his terrible performance during the regular season. The finale will go into 5 games with The Liquid Team finally coming on top as the summer of 2019 split champions win back-to-back championships back-to-back. For the first time in 3 years, Cloud9 no longer had to win regional gauntlets
to qualify for the world as they accumulated enough championship points to attend as North America's second seed. Back to Cloud9. Cloud9.
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